SANY+AIR is the perfect partner to sanitize any type of surface. It is light, mobile and very useful to use in:
-

Schools
Nursing homes
Sports fields
Butchers
Bakeries
Families
Clinics
Bar
Hotels

-

Hospitals
Medical centers
Wellness centers
Confectionery industries
Food industries
Offices
Shops
Restaurants
Airports

All you have to do is connect SANY + AIR, put a good sanitizing product in the container and spray around with its nebulization.

Sany + Air is the progenitor of a new range of Nardi compressors designed for disinfection and sanitization. Thanks to the nebulization
of sanitizing liquids it is possible to disinfect any type of environment and surface. Built with all Italian and certified components, it has
a very high efficiency and a yield that allows you to work for a long time continuously. The Sany + Air is a low-pressure oil-free
compressor equipped with a pressure gun that manages to spray the chosen product with very little air.
QUALITY OF THE PUMPING GROUP
Sany + Air has a small but strong heart, it is made up of an extremely resistant pumping unit. The robust materials used have made it
possible to obtain a small compressor capable of working continuously for many hours without any maintenance. In fact, it is a
compressor that uses the same technology as compressors built for professional use in the medical sector such as compressors for
dentists
EASY TO USE
Sany + Air is an easy-to-use compressor. Once the liquid to be sprayed has been inserted into the tank and the electrical socket has
been inserted, it turns on using the red ON / OFF switch and thanks to the pressure reducer on the compressor and the flow regulator,
you can decide the intensity of the spray and the quantity of vaporized liquid.
ECONOMIC
Sany + Air is an economic compressor since it was built using components from large series productions. This gave us the opportunity
to quickly produce a new sanitization system obtaining a final product with very low costs. The liquid you choose to spray can easily be
found on the market following the advice of the World Health Organization. In the case of alcoholic solutions, the nebulization is so
efficient that the sprayed product dries instantly.
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EFFICIENCY
Sany + Air is the maximum of efficiency. Its peculiarity is that by
having a constant spray it is able to homogeneously deposit the
sanitizing products on large surfaces. Therefore it does not
require drying. Equipped with a 5 meter spiral, it allows rapid
and free movement and movement around objects and things.
The chosen sanitizing product is not wasted because mixing with
air allows a micro nebulization.

The SANY+AIR kit is composed of:

Noise less than 72 dB
Compressor unit dimensions: Width 33, Depth 15, Height 23
(measures in cm.)
Weight of the compressor unit 7 kg.

Due to the continuous evolution of our range, we reserve the right to modify products without notice. No responsibility is taken for any printing errors
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- SILVERSTONE COMPRESSOR WITH DIRECT OUTLET WITH
UNIVERSAL TAP, WHITE COLOR
- 230V - 50 HZ MOTOR, ELECTRIC CABLE AND SCHUKO PLUG
- PUMPING UNIT FROM 2800 RPM TO 2 BAR
- 10 m. SPIRAL AIR HOSE AND GUN WITH SANY+AIR
VAPORIZER

